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ABSTRACT 

Polymers exhibit a variety of condensed phases when some of their segments 
are capable of forming weak bonds which can be created and destroyed by ther
mal motion. Transition from one phase to another caused by such "segment 
association" is reversible by the change of the temperature and the concentra
tion, so that it is called "reversible phase transition". What types of reversible 
phase formation are possible for a given associative interaction? What is the 
most fundamental laws which govern the competition between molecular as
sociation and phase separation? This paper surveys, as typical examples of 
reversible phases, macroscopic phase separation, microphase formation, solva
tion, gelation, etc. from the unified point of view, and explores the possibility 
of new condensed phases caused by their mutual interference. 

INTRODUCTION 
In polymer blends or solutions, polymer chains often carry reactive groups capable 

of forming reversible interchain bonds. A description in terms of van der Waals type 
contact energy — or x-Paramt^eT m lattice theoretical terminology — is therefore in
sufficient in such associating polymers. These interactions include hydrogen bonding, 
ionic association, stereocomplex formation, cross-linking by the crystalline segments, 
solvent complexation,eic.[l]-[3]. Because the binding energy is of the order of thermal 
energy, bonds are created and destroyed by the thermal motion of the chains. Exten
sive polydispersity inherent in such associating solutions is thermally controlled. It is 
clear that consideration of interpolymer cross-linking interaction superimposed on the 
familiar description of statistical chains can lead to the application of the polymer sci
ence in numerous systems of practical importance. The purpose of present paper is to 
introduce a thermodynamic theory which describes formation of new phases brought 
by association [4]. We attempt to derive phase diagrams, paying special attention on 
the appearance of higher order multicritical phenomena caused by the interplay of the 
two competitive tendencies: molecular association and phase demixing. Results of the 
theoretical phase diagrams are compared with the experimental data presently available. 

THERMODYNAMICS OF ASSOCIATING POLYMERS 
Consider a binary mixture of linear polymers A and B. The number of statistical 

units on a chain is assumed to be n^ for an A chain and ng for a B chain. We also assume 
that each chain carries a fixed number of reactive groups capable of forming bonds. In 
a thermal equilibrium, associative forces among the groups form intermolecular clusters 
with a wide spectrum of the aggregation number. 
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In what follows, we develope a lattice theoretical description of binary polymer 
mixtures by deviding the total volume V of the system iuto small cells of the size a 
[4]. We have total number Q, = V/cr of the microscopic cells. We first specify the 
part of the system containing only the finite-size clusters, which will be refered to sol. 
The total volume fraction of A-chains in the sol is given by <j>^ = nA J2l m'"/ ,"" w h e r e 
v\ m is the number of clusters consisting of / A-chains and m B-chains (specified by 
the symbol (/, m)), and similarly <f>^ = " s S m , / / ) m ^ o r B-chains. Contribution from 
the macronetwork is not included in the sum. The total volume fraction of the sol in 
the system is given by <f>^ = <l>^ + <f>%- This should be equal to unity for nongelling 
systems or pregel regime, but becomes smaller than unity as soon as an infinite network 
(refered to as gel) appears (postgel regime). In the postgel regime we have the relations 
<f>? + <j>y = fa for i = A, B, where fa is the volume fraction of the species i, which 
is experimentally controlled. Since we have an identity 4>A + &B = l i w e c a a * a ^ e 4>A 
as an independent variable and write it simply as <j>. The volume fraction of B is then 
given by $B = 1 - <t>-

In order to study the thermodynamic properties, we start from the reference state 
in which unconnected A-chains and B-chains are prepared separately. We first consider 
the free energy change A F r e a to bring the system to a fictitious intermediate state in 
which the chains are connected in such away that the cluster distribution is exactly the 
same as the real one. It is given by 

PAFrea/Sl = X ) A / ) m i / , , m + 6Ay<JL + SBv% (1) 
l,m 

where (5 = 1/kgT is the inverse temperature, and A/ m the change in the internal free 
energy produced in the process in which a single (/, m) cluster is formed from / A-chains 
and m B-chains. Similarly S{ (i =A,B) are the free energy change produced when an 
isolated chain of the species i becomes a part of the gel network. Let (if be the 
internal free energy of a. (/,m) cluster. The free energy difference A / m is then given by 
Al,m = Him - ^ ? , o _ m ^ 0 , l - Similarly we have 6A = fiA

G-fiij0, and 8B = /*£p-**o,i-
Under a constant pressure, p° is equivalent to the internal free energy due to the 
combination, configuration and the bond formation of the constitutional chains. 

In the second step, we mix these clusters to form a real mixture. According to the 
lattice theory [5] of polydisperse polymer mixtures, the mixing free energy A F m i , in 
this process is given by 

0AFmix/n = ] T i// i m In <f>ljTn + XMB, (2) 
l,m 

where <l> = {nAl + ngm)vim is the volume fraction of {I,m)-chisters, x t n e Flory x-
pprameter which specifies the strength of the van der Waals type contact interaction 
between the monomers of different species, x-paranwter varies with the temperature. 
The total free energy from which our theory starts is given by the sum of the above two 
parts: 

AF = AFrea+ &Fmiz. (3) 

By differentiation with respect to the number of molecules or clusters, we find the 
chemical potentials for the clusters. 
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Pregel Regime Having obtained the chemical potentials, we now impose the 
multiple equilibrium conditions to ensure the equilibrium distribution of the cluster. 
These are 

&M,m ~ l&f*l,0 + ™A/*0,i (4) 
for all possible combinations of the integers (l,m). Upon substitution of the chemical 
potentials, we find the volume fractions of the clusters to be given by <j>i m = K[ mx ym, 
where we have written as x and y for simplicity for the unimer concentrations <J>\Q 

and 0o,l- The new constant Kim (called association constant) is defined by Kim = 
exp(/ + ro — 1 — A/ m ) , which depends only on the temperature through A / m . The total 
volume fraction jr is found by taking the infinite sum: 

*s(*,v) = £*/ l m*V B . (5) 
l,m 

The total number of clusters i/ (x, y) is similarly found. 
In order to study the thermodynamic properties, we must express the unimer con

centration as a function of the total composition <j>, which is controllable in the ex
periments. In the pregel regime this can be done by solving the coupled relations 
n^x(di/^(x, y)/dx) = $, and nBx(dv^(x, y)/dy) = l — <f>. Once we find x and y as func
tions of <j> (and the temperature T), we can express all physical quatities in terms of these 
two independent thermodynamic variables. The followings are impotant properties on 
which we will discuss in detail for specific systems: 
(1) The osmotic pressure ir of the A component is given by 

/?7r /n s a 3 = -/3A/iB/nB = (1 + log y)/nB - uS\x, y) + X<f>2- (6) 

In a polymer solution in which B component is a low molecular weight solvent 
(nB = 1), this definition reduces to the osmotic pressure in the conventional mean
ing. 

(2) Two-phase equilibrium can be found by the balance of the chemical potential of 
each component: 

A ^ ( ^ , T ) = A / x / 1 ( / , r ) , (7a) 

A A t B ( ^ , T ) = A / z B ( ^ " , r ) , (76) 

where (f>' and <j>" are the composition of the dilute A phase and concentrated A 
phase respectively. 

(3) The thermodynamic stability limit or spinodal can be found for a binary system 
by a single condition (dApA/d^)? = 0. Our result for Aft A leads to the equation 

nA<f> nB{l - <j>) 

where the new functions are defined by KA(</>) = ^>d\ogx/d^> and KB(<f>) = —(1 — 
<l>)d\ogy/d<l>. 

SoI-to-Gel Transition So far we have tacitly assumed that the infinite double 
summation in <f>^ (and hence for v*>) converges. For a solution capable of gelling, a bor
derline exists which separates the unit square on the (x, y) plane into a convergent and 
divergent region of the infinite sum. Exactly on the boundary line, the sol composition 
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(^ takes a finite value smaller than unity, but they diverge outside this line. Since the 
radius of convergence generally depends on the total composition, let us express the 
boundary by a parametric representation (x*(<j>),y*(<t>)) for 0 < <j> < 1. 

In the postgel regime, a chain participating in the gel network is in a chemical equi
librium with an isolated chain of the same species. This imposes additional conditions 
x* = exp(£yi — 1) and y* = exp(Sg — 1), if they are gelling. In the postgel regime x 
and y in the physical quantities must be replaced by these values. As a result we have, 
for example, a function K* which is different from K. The function K* corresponding to 
a gelling component vanishes because it is proportional to the weight-average molecular 
weight. 

SCATTERING FUNCTIONS 
In order to find the condition for the microphase formation, we calculate the cor

relation function 5(q) of the concentration fluctuation —which is directly measurable 
in the X-ray or neutron scattering experiments—as a function of the wave vector, tem
perature and concentration. When it is divergently enhanced at a certain finite wave 
number q, it is the precursor of the instability against the fluctuations whose spatia" 
variations have a characteric length q~*—, thus leading to the formation of an ordered 
state with the periodicity q~ . In the case of block copolymers, the domain size g - 1 

is of the order of the radius of gyration of a single polymer chain, and hence called a 
microphase separation transition (MST). From the same viewpoint, we can also find 
the macroscopic stability limit — or spinodal condition (SP) discussed in the preceding 
section — from the condition 5(q = 0) = oo, which is equivalent to the divergence of 
the osmotic compressibility. 

In o r d f to obtain specific form of the correlation function 5(q), we now apply ran
dom phase approximation(KPA)[6]. RPA provides a classical treatment of concentration 
fluctuations for the incompressible mixtures of very large molecular-weight molecules. 
It assumes a self-consistent potential uniformly acting on all species of monomers to 
ensure the incompressibiliiy condition. The detail of the RPA method, as applied to 
our polydisperse copolymer blend leads to 

S(<l) = l/{G(q)/W(q)-2x}, (9) 

where G{q) = S°AA(q) + S°BB(q) + 2S°AB(q), and W(q) = S°AASBB(q) - [S°AB(q)f are 
both related to the intracluster scattering functions (superscript o shows the scattering 
intensity arising from a single cluster). For our associating blends, clusters are char
acterized by the set of two figures (/, m), so that SA B , for example, transforms into 
^AB^ = S / m Qml?)"; mi where Cim{q) is the monomer correlation functions of an 
isolated single cluster of the type (/, m) [7]. The divergence condition for S(q) leads to 
G(q)/W(q) — 2x = 0 within RPA. If this condition is satisfied for finite q, the system 
becomes unstable against the fluctuation in the concentration whose spatial dimensions 
are characterized by q~ . If it is satisfied for q = 0 on the other hand, it is unstable 
against demixing into two coexistent macroscopic phases. 

SPECIFIC SYSTEMS 
For the numerical calculation of the phase diagrams we introduce the reduced tem

perature T = 1 — QQ/T, where the unperturved theta temperature 0 Q is the temper
ature which satisfies the equation x(©o) = V2, and hence the unrenormalized second 
virial coefficient of the osmotic pressure vanishes at this temperature. We then have 
X(T) = 1/2 — tl)\T. For the association constant, X(T) = exp(—Af/k^T) (here A / is 
the free energy of the single bond formation), we rewite A(T) = Aoexp{7(l — T)} with 
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the dimensionless binding energy 7 = Ae/kg&Q and the constant XQ = exp(As/kg), 
which is related to the entropy change As in bonding. 

Dimerization The first system we study is a mixture of A- and B chains in which 
diblock copolymers are formed by the end-to-end association (hctcro-dimcrization)[7\. 
A composite chain formed is a diblock copolymer A-B with a temporal junction in the 
middle. In a equilibrium, the system is made up of a mixture of diblock copolymers, 
and unreacted homopolymers of each species. It is apparently same as a mixture of 
chemically connected diblock copolymers dissolved in their homopolymers, but its phase 
behavior is in fact much richer, because the population of the block copolymers varies 
by the change in the temperature and the total concentration. 

Fig. 1 shows the phase diagram of a symmetric system where both chains have the 
same length. Solid lines show the spinodal, the broken lines MST. They meet at the 
two symmetric points (indicated by LP), at which the two conditions are simultane
ously satisfied. They are examples of the Lifshitz point,— the point where an order 
parameter with finite wave number starts to appear. The whole plane is divided into 
several regions, each characterized by the capital letters in it. The region with letter 
H has a homogeneously mixed fluid phase. The regions shown by M and M' exhibit 
microscopically ordered phases in which microdomains are regularly ordered. A region 
with two letters in the figure is a biphasic region (or miscibihty gap) where two distinct 
phases indicated by the capital letters coexist. In the middle of the phase diagram we 
have an eutectic point (indicated by the letter e) where single microphase melt into the 
two coexistent homogeneously mixed fluids when the temperature is lowered. As the 
temperature is still lowered, we observe that the miscibility gap starts to split again 
at the point e' in the center of the concentration axis, and a new microphase (shown 
by M') becomes stabilized in between. The low-temperature microphase—which should 
be called a reentrant microphase—is stabilized simply because the population of block 
copolymers produced becomes so large in this low-temperature region that they homog
enize the two demixed fluid phases into a single one. Prediction of the existence of such 
a new type of reentrant phase is one of the main conclusions obtained in our theory. 

Solvation The next system we consider is a polymer solution in which solvent 
molecules attach onto the polymer chains by reversible bonds. We call this phenomenon 
solvation [8]. Our model predict that the solvation can lead to the peculiar types of 
phase separation with closed-loop and hour-glass type miscibility gaps. 

Fig.2 show two possible phase diagrams. In this figure we have fixed the parameters 
asrpi = 1, and 7 = 3.5 (from the measured strength of the hydrogen bond in a solution) 
for a typical example. The number of the statistical unit on a polymer chain is varied 
from curve to curve. The number of attaching sites on a polymer chain is assumed 
to be proportional to the number of statistical units. The open circles show critical 
solution points. The solid curves show binodals, and the dashed curves spinodals. For 
AQ = 0.002, there are two miscibility gaps for small molecular weights: one miscibility 
dome and one closed loop above the dome (see n = 10 2 curve). The closed loop has one 
upper critical solution temperature (UCST) on the top and one tower critical solution 
temperature (LOST) on the bottom. The dome has an ordinary UCST. As the molecular 
weight is increased, the LCST and the UCST of the dome come closer and closer, and 
at certain value of n (several thousand in this figure) the two points marge into a higher 
order critical point (it is called bicritical point). For the molecular weights higher than 
this critical value, the two gaps merge into a single hour-glass shaped gap. For a slightly 
higher value of XQ, however, it was found that vhe two gaps remain separated no matter 
how large the molecular weight may be. There are three theta temperatures under such 
condition to which each critical point approaches in the limit of high molecular weight. 
For a still larger value of AQ, the closed loop gap does not appear, and we are left with 
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the dimensionless binding energy γ== Il.EI句80and the ω'nstantλo == exp(Il.，/kB)， 
which is related to the entropy Change Il.s' in-bonding. 

Dimerization The first system we study is a mixture of A-and B chains in which 
diblock copolymers町 'eformed by the end-to-end association (h的 ro-dimerizo.tion)[7J. 
A composite chain formed is a diblock copolymer A.B with a temporal junction in the 
middle. In a equilibrium， the system is made up of a mixture of diblockωpolymers， 
and unreacted homopolymers of each species. It is apparently s即時節 amixture of 
chemically connected diblock copolymers dissolved in their homopolymers， but its pbase 
behavior is in fact much richer， because the population of the block∞'polym町 '8var悶
by the change in the temperature and the total concentration. 

Fig.l shows the ph槌 ediagram of a symnletric system wh町 'eboth chains have the 
same length. Solid lines show the spinodal， the broken lines MST. They m回 :tat the 
two symmetric points (indicated by LP)， at which the two 00パlditions町 esimu1tane・
ously satisfied. They are偲 amplesof the L約hitzpoint，-the point where an order 
P町 副neterwith finite wave number st町 tsto app伺 r.The whole plane I8 divided In加
several regions， each characterized by the capital lett町 sin it. The region with leU町
H has a homogeneously mixed fluid phase. The regions shown by M and M' e油ibit
microscopically ordered ph節回 inwhich microdomains町 eregul町 'lyord，町'ed.A r噸.on
with two let蜘 inthe ngure is a biph回 ic四gion(or mucibility go.p) where two di蜘 ct
ph剖 esindicated by the capitalletters ωexist. In the middle of the ph回 ediagram we 
have an eutectic point (indicated by the letter e) where single microphase melt in拘 the
two coexistent homogeneously mixed ftuids when the temperature is 10¥¥町 'ed.As the 
temperature is still lowered， we ob鴎 rvethat the misci凶itygap st町 tsto split ag国a
at the point e' in the center of the concentration axis， and a new microphase (shown 
by M') becomes stabilized in bet明叩.The low-temp町 'aturemicroph鵬 -whi也 sho叫d
be called a reentro.nt microphue-is stabilized simply because the population of block 
copolymers produced becomes so large in this low-temperature region that they homog-
enize the two demixed suid ph踊 esinto a single one. Prediction of the回astenceof such 
a new type of reentr姐.tph邸 eis one of the main ω，nclusions obtained in 0'町 theory.

Solvation The next system we consider is a polymer solutioD. in which sol前田t
molecules attach onto the polymer chains by reversible bonds. We伺且thisphe阻nom'叩 o佃tB E 
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an ordinary miscibility dome. Since the parameter An is small if the entropy loss during 
the bond formation is large, there must be a strong orientational or configurational 
constraint in the local geometry for an hour-glass to appear. 

Fig. 3 shows the comparison [8] of the theoretical calculation with the observed 
phase diagram [9]for polyethylene oxide (PEO) in water. The number average mlecular 
weight covers the range 2.17 x 10 3 - 1.02 x 10 6. The solid curves show the calculated 
binodals. The number n of the statistical unit on a chain is varied from curve to curve. 
The parameters used for the theoretical calculation are: ip = 1,0n = 730/f, 7 = 6, and 
An = 1.66 x 1 0 - 5 . Fitting is made mainly by adjusting the unkown parameter An. The 
agreement is very good. 

Gelation We next consider the case where polymers A form a gel in a solvent 
B. Physical gelation is the association in which clusters can grow to macroscopic net
works. In the characterization of reversible gels, one has to clarify, for instance, the 
multiplicity s of a junction—i.e., the number of chains connected by the junction—, its 
lifetime r and internal structure in addition to the average molecular weight M between 
the adjacent junctions. The sol-to-gel transition point is denned by the point on the 
temperature-concentration plane at which the weight-average molecular weight of the 
clusters becomes infinite. In other words, gelation is the phenomenon that the connected 
part in the system grows macroscopically large. This condition is described by the di
vergence of the weight-average < / >w= Z)^ ,o^l ,0 /iC^/.O^l.O °f t n e association 
number of A chains. 

Pairwise Association In the case where primary polymer chains are cross-linked 
by pairwise bonding (s — 2) among the functional groups attached on the chains, 
detailed study [10],[11] of the singularity in the power series in < / >w on the basis 
of tree statistics [12] shows the sol-to-gel transition is actually the phase transition of 
second order. This transition line intersects with the binodal. Fig.4(a)~(c) are the phase 
diagrams [11]. Solid lines show binodals (outer lines) and spinodals (inner tines), while 
the broken lines show the gelation transition. Three figures correspond to different three 
values of An. We can see the change in competition between the two phase transitions 
depending upon the strength of association relative to the x~parameter. For a small An 
(large entropy change in bonding) the gelation line cross the binodal at its shoulder as 
is shown in Fig.(a). This is a point called critical endpoint (CEP), because at this point 
the line of continuous phase transition ends by meeting the first order (discontinuous) 
phase transtion line. The critical point remains intact on the top of the miscibility 
gap. For a larger An, the intersection is lifted as in Fig.(b). The tip is called tricriticil 
point (TCP), where the line of continuous phase transition changes into the fist order 
line. The critical point still remains. In this situation there is a temperature at which 
three phases (dilute sol Si, concentrated sol S2 and gel G) coexist. This is a triple 
point tempetarure. For a still lager An, the intersection goes further up to form a sharp 
TCP as in Fig.(c). The critical point disappears. Fig.5 shows the comparison [11] of 
the theory with the experimental data [13] observed in (polystyrene/carbon disulfide) 
solution. This figure corresponds to TCP in Fig.4(c). CEP in Fig.4(a) has also been 
observed for smaller molecular weight polystyrene. 

Multiple Junctions We next study the multiple junctions carrying the multiplic
ity s larger than 2. Crystalline polymers are partially cross-linked by microcrytalization 
involving several chains and form gels with fringed micellar structures. There should 
be a minimum multiplicity a m i n for a crystalline to remain stable. This bound is 
given by the size of the critical nucleus. Another example of thermoreversible gels with 
multiple junctions is the ionomers, i.e., neutral polymers with dipolar side groups at
tached sparsely on the chain backbone. Due to electrostatic aggreation, junction zones 
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an ordinary miscibility dome. Since the p町田neterAO is small if the entropy 1舗 sduriog
the bondおrmationis 1町 'ge，there must be a strong orientationa1 or oonfigurationel 
constraint in the local g'ωmetry ~ぽ加 hour-glass to appe町.

Fig.3 sho~s _ the c()mparison [8] of _~h~ _th印刷叫 c凶，culationwith the ob冊 r叫
phωe d-iagram [9]for polyethylene 侃 ide(PEO) in water. The numher aver，噌 ml舵叫町

weight covers the range 2.17 x 103 -1.02 x 106. The solid cu何回 showthe calcula胞d
binodals. The numbei n of the statistical unit on a chain is varied from cur町旬 curve.
Thep町田netersused for the th回 reticalcalculation are: ψ= 1，90 = 730K，γ= 6， and 
λo = 1.66 X 10-<). Fitting is made mainly by adjusting the unkown p町 a皿e旬rλ0・The
agreement is very g∞d. 

Gelation We next consider the c邸 ewhere polymers A品rma酔 1in a solvent 
B. PhY8;.cal gelation is the回 sociationin which clust町 scan grow to macros∞pic net-
works. In the characterization of reversible gels， one has to cl町 i命"for instance， the 
multiplicity S of a junction-i.e.， the numb町 ofchains connected by the junction-， its 
li島timeT and internal structure in addition to the average molecul町 weightM be棚田a
the adjacent junctions. The sol-to-gel tr組 sitionpoint is defined by the point on the 
temp町 ature-concentrationpla.ne at which the weight-avera岳emol田叫町鴨ightof the 
clusters becomes infinite. In other words， gelation is the phenomenon that the conn配胎d
part in the system grows ma句。scopiedlyluge-This condition is d田 cribedby the di-
W 唱en偲 ofthe weight-av，町a酔 <1>ω=E IK'.04>l，O' I E K'，OOl，O' of the association 
number of A chains. 

Pαirwise Associati・0'1 In.the c回 ewhe四 primarypolymer chains are crc:糊-linlaed
airwise bo~<ii:ng (s = 2) among the functional groups叫 1

lled study [19]，[11] of the singularity in the pow.町舘ri回同
党 statistics[12] shows the sol-to-gel tr，捌itionis制 u拘 t
ld order. This transition line inters民 tswith the binodal. Fig. 
'ams [11]. Solid lines show binodals (out町 lines)and spinod 
，roken lines show the gelation transition. Thr田 figur伺 ω町窃

values of λ0・Wecan s田 thechang但inωmpetitionbetWI田 nthe two pb踊 etrans比ions
depending upon the strength of田 sociation四 lati開 tothex-p町田町胞r.Fbr a small拘
(1町 geentropy change in bonding) the gelation line cross the binod.al at its sb叫伽踊
is shown in Fig.(a). This is a poi叫伺且，edcritical en命。int(CEP)， b民問問叫 thispoint 
the line of continuous ph剖 etransitionωds by meeti略 thefirst ord町 (disco国inuo幽)
ph邸 e仕組stionline. The critical point rem剖nsint眠 ton the旬'pof the miscib出ty
gap. For a 1町 g町入0，the int町時ctionis lifted槌 inFig.(b). The tip is calledかic吋“個t
point (TCP)， where the line of continuous 仲間 transitionchang田
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called "multiplct" are formed, but there is a maximum aggregation number Smaz be
cause chains are closely packed around the multiplets. It is found [14] that multiplicity 
largely affects the phase behavior; small s gives CEP, while large s gives TCP. There is 
a merginal value of s separating the two cases. Gels with variable junction multiplicity 
is studied in detail in [14]. 

Mixed Network When the two components A and B are cross-linked, hetero-
networks are formed. Competition between macroscopic phase separation and hetero-
bonding takes place, but another possibility comes out by the reason that the clusters 
formed are all block copolymers. This is microphase separation transition. In the 
extreme case, one can even expect the appearance of micropkase-separated polymer 
networks. 

In contrast to this case, interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN) are formed when 
cross-links between only the same species are possible. Due to the small entropy of mix
ing for large molecular-weight polymers, most IPN's are thermodynamically unstable, 
so that controlling the nonequilibrium morphology is the principal problem with regard 
to IPN. Our thermodynamic theory [15], however, predicts that there is a possibility 
for the appearance of stable IPN in a small region above the miscibility gap when the 
parameter XQ related to the entropy loss is small. Polymers of different species are 
topological^ connected instead of being directly bonded. Such constraints prevent the 
translational motion of each chain and can lead to microphase formation. 

CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that competing two terms — reaction and mixing — must be 

considered in the free energy to describe associating polymer blends and solutions. Sev
eral new concepts have been introduced that can be reached only if both synthetic 
aspect and material-properties are simultaniously taken into consideration. But dy
namical phenomena of the phase formation still remain unsolved. Polymer association 
is a problem which is quite new and fundamental, providing many questions yet to be 
theoretically and experimentally studied. 
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FIG. 2. Phase diagrams on the temperature-concentration 
plane. The solid (dashed) curves correspond to the binodal 
(spinodal) curves. See text for details. 
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FIG. 3. Comparison or the theoretical calculation with the 
observed phase diagram for polyethylene glycol (PEO) in wa
ter. 
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